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EFFECTS OF BED INCLINATION AND TOPOGRAPHY ON 
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A BSTR ACT. The small slope magnitude Co or aspect ra tio. of an ice sheet in steady plane motion under gravity 
ovcr a hori zo nta l plane bed. subjec t to balancing surface accumulation and ablation, and basal drainage, is 
dctcrmined by the accumulation magnitude, maximum depth. and the viscous properties of the ice. Horizontal 
coordinatc scaling by a factor r. a llows series ex pansions in f: for which thc leading-order solution is valid 
everywhcre under some weak restrictions on the ice law and sliding law. This procedure is now extended to the 
planc-fl ow problem when the mean bed line is inciined at angle X to the horizontal and the bed is not fla t. The lead
ordcr problems for X of order unity and X of order I: are distinct. and both are treated. for an isotherm al sheet. The 
prescnt analys is is va lid onl y for a maximum bed slope relati ve to the mean line of order I: or less. The amplitude 
of a bcd pro fi le with wavelength tha t of the ice sheet may therefore be of th e same size as the ice-sheet depth , 
which allows trea tment of a typi cal isostati c bed shape. 

R ESUM E. E.r[els de la pe/lie el de la lopographie sur {'elal d 'equilibre des ca lolles glaciaires isolilerlllales en 
regillle perll1(/ l/elll. La valeur /: de la faible pente, ou rapport de relief. que prcnd une calolte glaciaire en regime 
pcrmanent d'equilibrc sous I'action de la gravite, sur un lit plan hori zontal, sou mise it un bilan equilibre 
(I' accumul ation et d'ablation de surface et it un drainage it la base, est determinee par la va leur de I'accumulation, 
par la profondeur maxi mum ct par les proprietes vi squeuses de la glace. En multipliantles dimensions horizontales 
par un facteur I: on peut obtcn ir des developpements en series en I: pour lesquels la solution du premier ordre est 
valable parto ut sa uf quelques legeres restrictions ayant trait a la loi d'ecoulement de la glace et it sa loi de 
glisscmcnt. On etend alors la meth ode au probleme d'ecoulement plan dans lequella ligne moyenne de plus grande 
pentc du lit cst inciinee d'un angle X sur I'hori zontale et ou le lit n'est pas pi at. Les problemes de termes principaux 
lorsquc X cs t dc I'ordre de I'unite o u lorsque X est de r o rd re de /: sont distinc ts, I'un et I 'autr~ ont ete traites pour 
unc ca lolle isotherm ale. La prescnte analyse est valable seulement pour une inci inaison maximum du lit par 
rapport il la ligne de pente 11l0yenne qu i soit de I'ordre de C ou inferieure. L'amplitude d'un profil de lit ondule avec 
pour longucur d'ondc cell e dc la calolle de glace peut don c etre de la meme grandcur que I'epaisseur de la glace, ce 
qui pcrmct dc traitcr le cas d'unc fo rmc dc lit typiquement isostatique. 

Z USAMM ENFASSUNG. Eil/f/lIss der Belll/eigul/g ul/d der Topographie au/slaliol/ore isolil ermiscile Eisschilde. 
Dic klcinc Ncigungsgrossc /: odcr das Schlankheitsverhaltnis eines Eisschildes in stationarer, ebener Bewegung 
unter Schwcrkraft uber ein hori zon tales, ebcnes Bett. bestimmend fUr Akkumulation und Ablation an der 
Oberniichc sowic fur den Abflu ss am Untergrund, hangt ab von der Auftragsmenge, der maximalen Dicke und 
den viskoscn Eigenschaft en des Eises. Die Norl1lierung der hori zontalen Koordin atcn mit dem Fa ktor I: gestattet 
eine Rcihcnent wicklung mit I:, deren Losung nach der fUhrenden Potenz unter einigen schwachcn 
Einschriinkun gcn fUr das Fliess- und Gleitgesetz des Ei ses uberall gultig ist. Dieses Vorgehen wird hier auf das 
Problem dcs ebcnen Flusses bei eincr mittleren Bettneigung X gegen die Horizontale und bei Unebenheiten des 
Bettes ausgcdchnt. Die Problemc der Fuhrungspotenz fur X in Zahleneinheiten bzw. Eischilde in Einheiten von I: 
sind ve rschicdcn und werdcn beide fUr eine isothermische behandelt. Die vo rliegende Analyse gilt nur fUr eine 
lll ax illlHlc Bcttncigllng der Grosscnordnung /: oder weniger. relativ zur Mittellinie. Die Amplitude eines 
Un tergrundprofil s 111 it de r Wellenl iinge eines Eissc hildes kann daher ebenso gross sein wie die Dicke des 
Eissc hildes: dics crlllogli cht die Bchandlung eincr typischen isostatischen Form des Untergrundes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The influence of bed profile on the flow of an ice sheet, and in particular on its surface shape, 
was first analysed by Robin (1967). His approximate treatment relied on two assumptions: (a) 
that the bed slope relative to the horizontal, and in turn the surface slope, is small, and (b) that 
the mean shear stress aXY over the ice-sheet thickness , is small compared to the mean deviatoric 
longitudinal stress a~ = 'ax - ay where x, )' are rectangular coordinates with x-axis horizontal. 
The role of each approximation was emphasized by Collins (I968); in particular the use of 
assumption (b) to neglect the shear strain-rate in comparison with the longitudinal strain-rate, 
and hence the variation of the horizontal velocity u with height, which allow a simple expression 
for the mean longitudinal strain-rate in terms of surface accumulation and surface profile. Nye 
(1959) argued that the temperature variation with height in the large cold ice sheets implies that 
the shear motion is confined largely to a thin " warmer" basal layer, supporting the 
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approximation u = u(y), but also used the approximation a~ = 0 in his calculation of an 
equilibrium profile, in contrast to assumption (b). Analyses to date using a temperature
independent ice law, or ignoring temperature variation, conclude that o~ is a smaller quantity 
than 0 XY' so a possible justification of the approximation (b) awaits a thermo-mechanical 
analysis. The strong inequality (b) appears unlikely. Robin's approximations do not lead to an 
explicit equation for the surface profile when the bed profile and surface accumulation are given. 

Nye (1969) and Budd (l970[bl) also derive relations between the basal shear stress and 
mean longitudinal stress gradient by integrating the momentum equations through the (varying) 
thickness; Collins (1968) obtained a similar result though referred to different axes. Budd's 
(l970[bl) approximations of small mean bed inclination, small bed slope, and small surface slope 
recover the Robin (1967) terms together with a double integral of eP OXy /a2- through the 
thickness, where the x-axis is along the mean bed line. The latter term is neglected by Robin's 
(1967) assumption (b), but Budd (1970[bj) asserts that it is important for small bed wavelengths 
up to a few times the thickness and remarks that axy is often much larger than a~ . The shear
stress variation appears to play no part in Budd's subsequent estimate of a "mean viscosity 
through the thickness" in terms of the mean longitudinal stress and strain-rate. Noting hi s earlier 
arbitrary assumption about the depth variation of a2

0 XY / (}x 2
, Budd (1 970[al) next introduced a 

stress function to satisfy the equilibrium equations for the stress perturbations about the solution 
for a uniform slab flowing down an inclined plane. For a constant-viscosity (Newtonian) fluid , 
the stress function is biharmonic, and sinusoidal solutions for an undulating bed of small 
amplitude can be constructed. When a non-linearly viscous ice law is considered there is no 
tractable equation for the stress function, but Budd proceeds by (implicitly) ignoring the 
perturbation in mean pressure to deduce that the stress function is harmonic ; that is, by making 
an approximation lozz I <{ ~ laxx + ayy I where azz is the stress (perturbation) normal to the plane of 
flow. There is no physical basis for such an approximation, so the validity of the resulting 
sinusoidal bed solutions (Budd 1970[aj, 1971) must be questioned. In fact, alternative 
calculations by Hutter and others (l981)--abbreviated to HLS-imply that the approximation 
is not generally valid, and our later analysis demonstrates that it is invalid for most, if not all, 
practical conditions. 

While the above approaches are based on assumptions that certain physical quantities are 
small enough to be neglected, they provide no systematic approximation of the full balance laws 
and boundary conditions. It is not clear that any of the results are valid approximations to the 
prescribed problems. In contrast, HLS and Hutter (1981)--abbreviated to H- have now 
investigated the effects of small bed undulations by series expansions in small (distinct) 
dimensionless parameters. Since we now propose an expansion procedure in a third parameter, 
extending the horizontal flat bed analysis of Morland and Johnson (1980)--abbreviated to 
MJ-it is instructive to define the three approximation schemes and compare their ranges of 
application. Let the ice-sheet thickness and semi-length have magnitudes ho and I respectively, 
and the bed undulation (or general profile) have amplitude a and wavelength (length scale) A, so 
that (relative to a mean bed line) the mean surface slope e and bed slope B are given by 

ho 
e=

I ' 
a 

B-- A . (I) 

MJ have shown that the aspect ratio e is determined by the accumulation magnitude, the 
depth magnitude ho, and the viscous properties of the ice, and that in most, if not all, practical 
situations e is small. We use e as our expansion parameter and assume that the bed slope is not 
greater than the mean surface slope; thus 

ho 
e=- ~ l, 

I 
(2) 
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HLS consider the situation when the bed undulation amplitude is small compared with ice 
thickness, and in their expansion scheme assume that A;:r ha , thus 

(3) 

Cb is the expansion parameter. H introduces a longitudinal coordinate stretching parameter fJ. to 
describe the assumed " slow variation" of surface undulations, with surface wavelength 
subsequently related to bed wavelength in magnitude, again with bed amplitude small compared 
with ice thickness. fJ. is the expansion parameter and a proposed measure is 

a 
()=- f..l ~ f..l. 

ha 
(4) 

While the relations (2) allow a -;::;:, ha, and hence a treatment of a typical isostatic bed profile, 
the inequalities (3) and (4) exclude this situation. In all cases the permitted bed slope () is not 
greater than the small expansion parameter, necessarily much smaller in the H scheme (4), but 
the () bound in scheme (2) is the pre-determined aspect ratio c. In general, 

() 
- < or ) I 
C 

as 
a A 

Cb =- < or ) -
d [' 

(5) 

so that () 'P C is permitted in schemes (3) and (4) when the amplitude and wavelength are 
sufficiently "large" and " small" respectively. For such undulating bed profiles () = CS with 
o < s < I, and our scheme m ust be modified by coordinate stretching with the parameter (). In 
this case the lead-order surface profile is necessarily flat and not influenced by the accumulation 
distribution , as is clear from the MJ analysis. A global solution will require a distinct expansion 
procedure for the margins with appropriate matching, and possibly matching between basal 
layer and outer flow. The HLS analysis in fact supposes that accumulation has no lead-order 
effect and that the lead-order surface profile is flat, which implies Cb 'P c. Thus () 'P C when A -;::;:, ha, 
which is the "short wavelength- large slope" undulation not treated by the present analysis. 

HLS is a central-zone analysis, not completed to the margins. The first iteration on the flat
surface solution is expressed as an additive superposition of the effects of bed profile with zero 
accumulation and the effects of retaining a flat bed but with surface accumulation; this 
determines the surface slope to order Cb' In the first problem a sinusoidal bed is adopted, and in 
both problems the surface perturbation is assumed to be sinusoidal. The mean profile with slope 
C determined by a smooth accumulation distribution is lost, but an oscillatory accumulation is 
assumed to determine a perturbation slope of order Cb 'P C. The main results of HSL are the 
prediction of surface effects due to the bed undulations. The solutions are necessarily numerical, 
but one conclusion is that the transfer of bed undulations to the surface depends strongly on the 
sliding law. While amplitude transfer is maximal for wavelengths of three to five times the 
thickness for small bed inclination X and a particular range of sliding velocity for the power law 
of sliding, this is not a general feature as predicted by Budd. The HSL perturbation scheme 
presented fails when X is too small ( < c. 0.0 I); that is when X ~ C or bed drop over the ice-sheet 
length is not greater than the ice thickness, which must be the useful range for large ice sheets. 
Larger X will have application to steep, thin, glaciers. 

The H analysis is immediately restricted to wavelengths A 'P ha, and for ();:r C there is a 
further restriction A. ~ [(fJ. 'P c), while the "large slope" case () 'P C requires A. ~ (a/ ha)!. The range of 
permitted wavelengths, amplitudes, and slopes is therefore very limited. For illustration a 
sinusoidal bed profile is adopted and it is assumed that the surface profile is the superposition of 
a known equilibrium profile for a flat bed and a small sinusoidal form of prescribed amplitude. 
Nye's (1959) equilibrium profile is adopted, which meets the slope magnitude bound only in a 
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central zone, but, by the inequality (4), several undulation wavelengths span a distance much 
greater than d. Further, when there are many undulations over the ice-sheet span, A ~ I, by (4) 
f.1 ~ t: and the lead-order central surface profile is again flat. The illustration is therefore of 
doubtful value. Flat-bed calculations were also performed with the given equilibrium profile for 
inclination X over the range 10- 3 to 0.2 to evaluate the second-order stresses. However, the lead
order equations explicitly assume x= 0(1), so only the range 10- 1 to 0.2 is appropriate. 

We now present a global analysis incorporating the mean slope t: determined from the 
accumulation, extending the MJ analysis to bed topography with slope 8 bounded by I:: and to 
arbitrary mean bed inclination X. For steep glaciers with X = O( 1) the validity of the perturbation 
scheme imposes a restriction on the thickness when a general viscous ice law is adopted, but no 
restriction with the conventional models with a single response coefficient. The lead-order 
solution reduces to an ordinary differential equation for the ice thickness, showing that bed 
topography is fully transferred to the surface, in contrast with the associated flat-bed solution. 
Our analysis is not valid for "short wavelength-large slope" undulations, but these results 
suggest that maximum transfer of bed topography to the surface is probably found in steep, thin 
glaciers. When x= 0(1) the gravity term in the longitudinal momentum equation dominates the 
pressure gradient and provides the balance with the shear stress gradient. For large ice sheets 
with X ~ t: the balance requires an extension of the MJ analysis with a horizontal flat bed, and the 
lead-order solution gives an ordinary differential equation for the surface profile in which the bed 
profile enters in distinct ways. However, the bed profile is significant to lead order only if its 
amplitude is not negligible compared to ice thickness, which is the case for beds formed (in part) 
by isostasy. If the bed amplitude is of order t: compared with ice thickness, then the contributions 
to the surface profile and stresses are necessarily much smaller than our lead-order solution, and 
we have not constructed the next terms of the series. They become useful only when surface 
slopes of order t: compared to the mean slope are relevant to measurements and predictions. 

The restriction on bed slope in Equation (2) is strictly 8=0(1), so formally our lead-order 
solution could be applied to the case 8~ t: 1/ 2 with a/ ha ~ e l

/
2

, when A'::::. ha , to describe a "short 
wavelength-large slope" situation and bed-profile effects. 'However, any regular perturbation 
scheme assumes that coefficients in subsequent terms remain of order unity. Because the third 
derivative of the lead-order stream function with respect to the scaled longitudinal coordinate 
arises in a higher-order longitudinal momentum balance, MJ propose that it must be bounded in 
the margin, which then implies it is everywhere of order unity in the analysis with a horizontal 
flat bed. Here we show that the stream function depends on the bed profile, and with the same 
proposal impose the stronger restriction 

(6) 

For example, if we allow a magnitude t:- 1
/
2 on the right-hand side, then with a/ha '::::. 1::

1
/
2 for a 

lead order effect, A'::::. t: - 2/3 ha '::::. e 1/3/, which still implies the restriction A ~ ha of the H scheme. 
That is, under the restriction (6), we cannot treat undulations with a length a few times the ice 
thickness. 

Following MJ we assume a power law of sliding with coefficient depending on the ice 
thickness, equivalent to dependence on overburden pressure. The requirement of a small slope at 
the margins again imposes a restriction on the coefficient as ice thickness approaches zero. The 
accumulation/ ablation at the free surface is a prescribed function of elevation (above some 
horizontal). For a linear sliding law on an inclined bed it is found that the slope at the upper 
margin is uniquely determined if there is ablation at that elevation, consistent with the flat-bed 
analysis, but there are two possible slopes (equilibrium profiles) if there is accumulation there. 
However, global solutions with small slope up to both margins do not appear to exist when the 
ice sheet is not symmetric about the ice divide. A general non-linearly viscous, incompressible 
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fluid ice law for constant temperature is adopted (Glen, 1958; Moriand, 1979) with the 
assumption that dependence on the square of the strain-rate tensor is not greater than that on the 
strain-rate. The latter alone is incorporated in the conventional model which we also adopt for 
illustration. The analysis treats exactly the apparent singularity at zero stress associated with 
Glen's law with exponent n > 1. For all inclination X the result 

(7) 

holds, contrary to Robin 's assumption. A corresponding analysis incorporating the significant 
temperature-dependent rate factor (Moriand, 1979) is now required to determine whether the 
strong inequality (7) is weakened (or inverted) by the typical variation of temperature with depth 
in a cold ice sheet. With the usual ice law the approximation (7) implies that the longitudinal 
strain-rate is much smaller than the shear strain-rate, but this would not follow if the term 
ignored in the general relation was in fact dominant. One-dimensional experiments cannot 
distinguish the terms (Moriand, 1979). 

THE STEADY ICE SHEET 

The dimensionless variables introduced by MJ are used from the outset. All length scales 
have unit ho, an ice thickness magnitude. Figure 1 shows the ice sheet with mean bed line 
inclined at angle X (- n/ 2 < X < n/ 2) to the horizontal; X, Yare rectangular coordinates along and 
normal to the mean bed line in the plane of motion, Y = H(X) is the free surface, Y = F(X) is the 
given bed profile. For numerical convenience the origin is chosen to be the left-hand margin, 
upper margin if X > 0, with the mean bed line defined to pass through the origin; it does not, in 
general, pass through the right-hand margin. The dimensionless stress 1: and pressure P have unit 
pgho where p is the ice density. Longitudinal and normal velocities U, V, vertical accumulation Q 
per unit horizontal cross-section, and normal basal drainage B , have unit qm which is a 
magnitude of maximum accumulation/ ablation/ drainage. Immediately H, P, V, Q, B do not 
exceed order unity in magnitude. Let Z be the vertical elevation above the origin, then it is 
supposed that Q = Q(Z) and B = 8(Z) are prescribed. The net accumulation ablation over the 
surface plus drainage over the base must vanish for a steady ice sheet. 

horizontal 

Fig. I. The ice sheet alld bed profiles. 
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Introducing a strea m function 'f' by 

a'l' 
u=

a y ' 

a 'l' 
v= - -

ax ' 
(8) 

satisfies mass balance identically. The longitudinal and normal momentum equations for slow 
viscous flow with negligible inertia terms are 

aLxx aLxy . 
--+--+ smx = o 

ax a y , 
aLxy aLyy 
--+---COSX = o. oX a y 

(9) 

With Z = Y cos x -X sin X, and setting H'(X) = r , the zero traction and accumulation conditions 
on the surface Y=H(X) are 

r(Lyy - Lxx ) + (l-r2)Lxy =0, 

(1 + r 2)(Lxx + Lyy ) + (1 - r 2)(Lxx - Lyy ) - 4rLxy = 0, 

a'f' a'l' 
- + r -=(cos X + r sin X)Q(Z) . oX ay 

(l0) 

(I I) 

(12) 

Basal drainage and a power law of sliding between the tangential velocity Vb and shear traction 
on Y =F(X), setting F'(X) =,8 and (= sgn (Vb)= sgn (a'l' /a y - ,8(a'f'/aX»)Y=F, are given by 

a'f' a 'l' _ 
ax+/1 a y=(I+p2)1/2B(Z), (13) 

/1(Lyy - Lxx) + (1 - ,82)Lxy = (I\.(H - FX I + /12)(2m - l)/2ml (( ~~ -/1 ~;) J Ifm. (14) 

It is assumed that basal slip and shear traction are in the same direction, and that m> I . 
Dependence of the positive coefficient I\. on ice thickness is shown to be equivalent to 
dependence on normal bed pressure. A magnitude of I\. will be assumed in the analysis so that 
the sliding law influences the motion; perfect slip and non-slip are the limits 1\ --. 0 and 1\-+ 00. 

The margin conditions are 

atX = O:H=F=O, atX=XM :H - F = O, ( 15) 

where X M is the unknown ice sheet span. The zero global mass flux provides the additional 
condition to determine the unknown span. 

A general incompressible viscous fluid ice law may be written (Glen, 1958; Morland, 1979) 

p = - j tr E, 0 = D 
DoA(T) , 

( 16) 

where D is the strain-rate tensor, A(T) a temperature-dependent rate factor , and ao , Do are 
stress- and strain-rate units, chosen to normalize the response coefficients ~l , ~2' Here we adopt 
a temperature-independent model by taking a constant value for A corresponding to a 
temperature 250 K when A(273 K) = I. Thus 

A = 0.1. ( 17) 
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The commonly adopted model sets ~2 == 0, ~I = ~I (12), and inverts the relation (16); thus 

D = w(J2)1l: + PI], J2 = ~ tr (l: +PI)2 , 

72 = J2W2(J2)= C(J2), J2 =72~~(l2) = G- I (l2)' 
(18) 

We present the analysis for the general law (16), but adopt the common model for illustration. 
The reciprocal relations in the third and fourth of Equations (18) allow direct use of W(J2)' 
Glen 's law for temperature 273 K is 

k = 0.17, 

(
41 ) - (n - I )/2n 

), (I ) - 2k- l /n _2 
\"1 2 - j 3 ' 

n = 1.3104, 
( 19) 

where n depends on the stress range chosen for the approximation. The singularity in ~I as 72 
and J2 -> 0 represents an infinite viscosity at zero stress, and an alternative bounded 
approximation over the shear stress range 0-> 105 N m - 2 is the Colbeck and Evans (1973) 
polynomial law 

W(J2) = I.S(Co + 3C I J2 + 9C2JD, 

CO = 0.21 , Cl = 0.14, C2 = 0.055. 
(20) 

~I cannot be determined analytically, but is bounded, and w is used directly in the solutions. 
The MJ analysis for a horizontal flat bed shows that solutions for laws (19) and (20) are not 

significantly different. However, we again present the analysis to allow a singularity of the form 
( 19) by setting 

11 - 1 
O ~ CI =-- < ~, 

211 

(21) 

so that 072-
a -> 0 as 12 -> 0 and ~I remains bounded. For Glen's law ~I is constant (order unity), 

and the bounded ~ I case is recovered by setting Cl = O(n = I). We also assume that the stress 
contribution from a non-zero ~2 term is not of greater magnitude than that of the ~I term, and 
that ~2 is bounded ; thus ~2 ~ I. Hence the non-zero stress components for plane flow are 

where 

6 -~ 
- ADoho ' 

and for most, if not all , practical situations (MJ), 

6 ~ I, 

V =~61 - 2a , 
pgho 

v ~ I. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

It is immediately clear that changes in Ltt are of the same magnitude as changes in ~(Lxx + Lyy ) 
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when P is not negligible compared to the extra viscous stresses, and inequalities (24) suggest that 
P will always make a lead-order contribution even when velocity gradients are large, so Budd's 
(1970[a), 1971) harmonic stress-function approximation appears to have no practical validity. 

PERTURBATION METHOD 

If P, 'P, and appropriate gradients do not exceed unity in magnitude, then a series expansion 
in v gives the lead-order solution from Equations (9) and (11): 

p = cos X(H - Y), 
/Xtanx, X=O(I), 

H = const. + 
"" 0, X = 0(1). 

(25) 

The X=O(l) solution is a static ice reservoir with horizontal surface resting against a steep 
embankment, and the X = 0(1) solution is a slab of uniform depth on a bed with small mean 
inclination. Neither case is a leading approximation to a global solution with upper and lower 
margins. To avoid the surface result of the second option in Equation (25), it is necessary to scale 
the longitudinal coordinate X by a small factor c so that the shear-stress gradient in the 
longitudinal momentum balance enters to lead order. 

Following MJ, set 

~= eX, r =ey=e dH/d~, (26) 

where ~, y, i/J and all relevant derivatives with respect to ~ are of order unity (or less), together 
with 

F(X) =f(~), f3 = ef'(~) = efJ· (27) 

Assume fJ is order unity (or less)--strictly efJ = o(l). Thus the mean surface slope r has 
magnitude e and the bed slope {J is restricted to order e so that f'(~) does not exceed unity in 
magnitude. For later validity we assume also that f"(~) and f"l(~) do not exceed order unity.* 
The stream function scaling is given by the accumulation balance. The momentum equations 
become 

ar.xx ar.XY • 
e -- + -- + SIO X=O, 

a~ ay 
8r.xy a L yy 

c--+--- cosx = O 
8(, ay , (28) 

and the corresponding stresses are 

(29) 

where 

• Note added in proof It is al so necessary to impose the restriction a = 0 (and hence n = I from Equa tions (2 1)) in 
order that Exx and Eyy , as given by Equations (29), remain bounded as Y -+ I). 
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Suppose now that P = Po + 0(1 ), 1/1 = 1/10 + o( 1), H = '1(t; ) + 0(1 ), yo = 17 '(t;), then the leading
order relations are 

01/10 
Vo = - --;;z-' 
",0 ... 0 P I - 2); 1+ 2a,. · 
"'xx = "'yy = - ° + jve u 'f2 10, 

",0 I 2a - l), .- a ;i l/lo . (1 8
2

1/10 ) 2 
"'xy='1. ve \"1 10 8 y 2' 10= 2" 8 y 2 ' 

(31) 

The respo nse coeffi cients a re evaluated at 12 = (6Id io, 13 = 0, and the 92 contributions to L~x, 
LJy are reta ined for later estimations. Immediately the longitudinal deviatoric stress (Lxx - Lyy)O 
is smaller th an the shear stress L~y by a factor e. Boundary conditions (10) to (14) become 

8
2

1/10 = 0 Y = y(t;) : 8 y 2 ' - Po + jve - 2b l 
+ 2a 92 iO = 0, 

(32) 
01/10 8 1/10 
- - + Yo --= cos x Q(Z ), ot; a y Z = 17 cos X - C I t; sin X; 

Y= j(t; ): 
a·/, 8 A 

_ '1'_ 0 + fJ __ 0 = 8(Z ) 
at; 8 Y , 

Z = j cosx - C lt; sin x, 

( al/lo ) ( 8
2

1/10) (= sgn -- = sgn - -2- , 
8 Y y=! 8 Y y=! 

(33) 

where 

i\ = Av - I e l - 2a - I l m (34) 

is ass umed to be of order unity for the influence of the sliding law. The distinct momentum 
balances fo r X of order unity and X of order e will be presented separately. 

FINITE BED INC LI NATION 

For X = G( I) the momentum balances (28) with stress expressions (31) have terms of order 

and (35) 

respectively. By the second set of magnitudes, and the rela tions (21), (23), 

ve - 2(j1 + 2a,. ":: 1 which becomes " _ 0_ ":: (ev - n )2. ( 
h ) 2n - 1 

'f2 "" , \"2 10 m "" (36) 

Then the fir st set requires that the balance 

ve2a
-

l
::::: I becomes e= vn, (37) 
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and the inequality (36) implies the ho , ~2 restriction 

( 
ho )2n - 1 

~2 - - (: I. 
lOm 

(38) 

This limits ho to the order of 10 m if ~2 = 0(1), but the small -slope solution is valid for thicker 
glaciers as ~2 decreases, with no limit for the usual model ~2 == O. The ~2 contribution to L2x , L~y 
is of order unity when the equality in (38) holds. The mean surface slope or aspect ratio /: = vn is 
smaller than c = vnl(n + I) obtained for the horizontal flat bed (MJ) and for X = 0(1;). 

Set 

(39) 

and allow the equality in (38) to hold . The lead-order solution of the normal balance given by the 
second of Equations (28) subject to the surface condition given by the second of Equations (32) 
is 

P=cos xll]«() - YJ . (40) 

and of the longitudinal balance given by the first of Equations (28) subject to surface condition 
given by the first of Equations (32) is 

~o I;;;; ' - a ii JjJo . [(J' ) YJ 
"'xy =2)"1 10 --2- = SIl1X 1]" - , oY 

(41) 

so L~y is of order unity and is everywhere directed down the mean bed line. Hence Oxy is of the 
same order as the overburden pressure. Thus Ub always has positive component down the mean 
bed line, so (= sgn X, and there is no ice divide. Hence (Lxx - L yy )o is of order li in contrast to 
order c 2 for the horizontal flat bed (and small inclination bed), but is still a factor I; smaller than 
L2r Using the definitions given in E~uations (30), (23), (21), and (31), io = ]2 (r:! of, the left -hand 
side of relation (41) becomes ( d J)1 n]y2~1 (72 , 0). To proceed analytically we need an inversion 
in terms of J2 at 13 =! tr (l: + PI)3 == O. We will assume the third and fourth of relations (18) 
with ~2 == 0, and adopt the form (19) or (20) for further analysis. Then the relation (41), since 
dJ = (lO ml ha)", gives 

( I 0
2 

JjJ ) 2 (10 m) 2n {( h ) 2 } "2 oY~ = ----;;;- G lOOm sin
2 

xll]«( ) - YI 2 
, (42) 

or equivalently 

( = sgn X, (43) 

where for Glen's law, Equation (19), 

get) = 3(n + 1)/2 ktn, t ~ O, (44) 

and for Colbeck and Evans' law, Equation (20), 

g(t) = 3t{ Co + 3C1 (ha l lO m)2t 2 + 9C2 (ho / lO m)4 t4
) . (45) 

Now Equation (44) defines get) of order unity since the argument of g in Equation (43) is of 
order unity, independent of the magnitude of ho, while Equation (45) implies g(t) ~ I if ho ;E> 10 m. 
However, ho ~ 10 m corresponds to a stress unit of 105 N m - 2, which is therefore the magnitude 
of both p and OXy, and is also the limit of the polynomial law of Equation (20). Thus Equation 
(45) is not applicable to deviatoric stresses much greater than 105 N m- 2

; that is for ha ;E> 10 m. 
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An a lternative bounded viscosity law is therefore required to describe the response over a greater 
stress ra nge corresponding to larger ho when the bed inclination is finite. Thus any real 
restriction on ho depends on the magnitude of ~2 through the bound (38). We use Equation (45) 
with ho = 10 m for illustration. 

Defining 

gl(t) = f: g(t')dt, 

integration of Equation (43) yields 

al/lo 
= - cosec X gl r C sin X (I] - Y)] + el (~), ay 

1/10 = Ccosec2 xg2ICsinX(I7 - Y)) + Yel(~)+eo(~), 

01/10 
8f= Yo(~)cosecxgllCsinX(I7- Y)J + Yel(~)+eb(~)· 

The basal drainage and sliding laws given by the first two of Equations (33) give 

el =cosecxgl(Csin x~)+,r ,s~nx~]m , l /\(17) 

eo = B(Z) -y coseCXgl(Csin X r,) - (je l )', 

where 

r,(O = 17(~) -J(~), 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

The vertical elevation of both base and surface is approximated by Z to lead order since the 
mean bed drop dominates over thickness variation when x= 0(1). Finally, the accumulation 
condition given by the third of Equations (32) gives a first-order differential equation for the 
thickness i7(~) of the form 

d{ - m + 1 } d~ Isinxl
m ~m(~) + ~lcosecxlg l( ls in xI 17) - cosec2 Xg2(l sin x lr,) 

{ 
. r,m [ ml\'(r,)r, -, _ . _ } _ = (m + 1)ls ll1 xlm 

-_-_- 1- _ _ + I7g(lsll1 XI'7) I]' 
A m(l]) (m + 1)/\(17) 

(50) 

= sgn xlcos X Q(Z) - B(Z) } = sgn X Q*(~), 

subject to end conditions 

r,(0) = 0, (51 ) 

The second condition determines the unknown range ~M' but in fact this is pre-determined by 
the condition of zero mass flux 

i 'M IcosxQ(- c - 1 sinx~) - B(-c - I sinx~»)d~=O, (52) 

which is compatible with the perfect differential form provided that I + m( I - s) > 0 where 
A ~ ,1.0 r,S(s > 0) as r, -. 0 , recalling gl (0) = g2(0) = O. A stronger restriction is guaranteed by 
bounding el (~) necessary for bounded velocities. Assuming that Q* does not vanish at both 
margins and is sufficiently smooth , the perfect differenti a l shows that r,' ~ r, - m(l - s) as y-. 0, and 
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hence we require s = 1. Then 

e;---+ 0, } , 
e; ---+ e;M 

(53) 

and hence Q~ (net accumulation and drainage) is positive at an upper margin and negative at a 
lower margin; the roles of e;=0 and ~= e;M are reversed when X changes sign. This analytic 
behaviour ensures that derivatives of 1/10 up to the third, which arise in the next-order momentum 
balances, are bounded provided that ej" is bounded; that is, g"(t) is bounded as 1---+ O. For Glen 's 
law, Equation (44), this requires n= 1 or n ~ 2. Recall thatJ" and J'" were assumed to be of 
order unity, and hence 1]",1]'" are also of order unity. 

Since the thickness ij(e;) is determined independently of the bed profile J(e;), the latter is 
simply superposed on ij(~) to determine the surface profile 1](0, that is, there is full transmission 
of bed profile to surface profile relative to the corresponding flat-bed solution (not relative to a 
slab of uniform depth). As noted earlier, the present solution does not apply to " short 
wavelength-large slope" undulations. The velocity distributions involve both J(e; ) and '7(e;) 
independently. The basal shear traction is simply 

E2ylr=r= li(e;) sin x· (54) 

By the asymptotic results (53), the marginal slopes satisfy the explicit relation 

y(O) Q*(O) 

y( e;M) = Q * (e;M) . 
(55) 

We now note the main features for a linear sliding law (m = 1) with coefficient 1\ =- ij and 
accumulation linear in elevation, 

(56) 

where ql = 0(1). This form supposes that Q* varies no more than of order unity over the bed 
drop. Immediately, for all ice laws get), 

e;M = 2e;c = 2q j l co sec X, (57) 

where Q*(e;c)=O determines the point at which the thickness is a maximum, and ij(e; ) is 
symmetric about e; = e;c. For X= 5°, ~M varies from 23 to 2.3 as ql changes from 1 to 10, with 
corresponding ranges 7.7 to 0.77 and 4 to ?.4 for /= 15° and X = 30~ . However, with a common 
scale factor Cl =c(n= 1) and scaled coordmate e; =el~/c =vl - ne;, mdependent of 11 , the values 
e;~ for Glen's law, Equation (44), are greater than those for Colbeck and Evans' law, Equation 
(45) by a factor v - (n - I) , which is very large for 11 ~ 2. That is , for a given magnitude ho , the 
length X M increases rapidly with n, which exhibits the strong dependence on the large viscosity 
variation at low stress when n > I. 

SMALL BED INCLINATION 

Now consider x= exo, Xo = 0(1), which is a realistic situation for large ice sheets. Of the 
momentum term magnitudes displayed for x= 0(1) in the sequence (35), only the final sin X term 
of the longitudinal balance changes, from order unity to order t;. A lead-order shear stress 
gradient then implies that 

ve2a - I ~ e, which becomes t; = vnl(n + I) (58) 

and is identical to the estimate of aspect ratio for the horizontal flat bed (MJ). The restriction (36) 
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becomes 

~ £,/, = qm £,/, =8(2n - I)/(n+I)£,/, ~ I. 
( 

'h )2n - 1 ( )(2n - I)/(n+l) 

10 m '/'2 (l0 m)ADo '/'2 '/'2'" 
(59) 

The factor multiplying £~2' independent of ho , is the term g(2cu 1)/(2 - 2a) of the MJ analysis*, and 
for al\ practical values does not exceed order unity. Thus with the assumption 1~21 ~ I , the ~2 
terms in both longitudinal and normal momentum balances are smaller than tile lead-order 
terms, r. and unity respecti vely, by a factor £ at least, and P= Po. The lead-order normal balance 
with surface conditions given by the second of Equations (32) again gives Equation (40), but now 
the pressure gradient of order c enters the longitudinal balance, so with the surface condition 
given by the fir st of Equations (32), 

,,0 1 -;, ' - a iiljJo ( )( Y) 
""xy = 2 Cl"I i O ay2 =c Xo -Yo '7 - , 

(=sgn (Xo -Yo)· 
(60) 

Thus L~, = O(C) while from Equations (31) and (58), (Lxx - Lyy )0=O(C2 )=O(CL2y)' Here 
cos X = I , sin X = cXo. Thus L2y "= 0 at position(s) ~ = ~ where Yo = r!,(~) = Xo; that is , where the 
surface is horizontal. Clearly Vb ,,= 0 at ~=~d from the sliding law, and we show later that V ,,= O 
at ~ = ~d which is therefore an ice-divide- there is no flow across ~ = ~. 

The inverse relations (42) and (45) are again obtained with sin X replaced by Xo - Yo and 
(ho/ 1O m) replaced by (cho/ I 0 m) = 81/(n+ Il, since here 6/c = (cho / 10 m)n. The deviatoric stress 
limit in (45) now implies that (cho)/IO m) ~ I , which only requires ho ~ 10£- lm. Hence 

(No gll (Xo - Yo)(I/ - Y)] 
--= - + el(~)' 

a y Xo - Yo 

. f, _r g2 "(xo - Yo)(ll - Y)] Y (J: ) (J: ) 
'1'0 - <, 2 + el '" + eo '" , 

(Xo - Yo) 
(61) 

B I/Jo = (~{ g2 ,,(XO - YO)(I~- y)1} + Ye\ (0 + eb(~). 
a~ d~ (Xo - Yo) 

Substituting the first of Equations (60) and the first and third of Equations (61) in the sliding law 
(33)2 and drainage law given by the second and first of Equation (33) yields 

el = g tl(CXo - Yo)(ll - I)] + ( [ (Xo :: YO )(17 - I)] rn, 
Xo -Yo /\(1] - I) 

~ { r. r g2 ,,(XO - Yo)(1J - 1)1} - B(I J:) 
d

J: Jel +eo +", ( )2 - - Xo", , 
'" Xo - Yo 

and hence a longitudinal velocity 

al/Jo 
I:Vo=--

a y 

=(r (Xo ::YO )(17 - I)lrn + (lgtl(xo - Yo )(17 - I)l - gd(xo -Yo)(17 - Y)l} . 

I A(17 - I) Ixo - Yo I 

(62) 

(63) 

Since gi(t»O for 1>0 and gl(O) = O, Vo "= O at ~=~d(YO=XO)' and Vo > or < 0 for 

* This 0 shoul d not bc confused wit h the bed slope B used in the Introduct ion. 
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Xo - Yo > or < 0, confirming that ~= e;d is an ice divide. 
Finally , the accumulation condition, the third of Equations (32), gives the differential 

equation 

d { [ (XO-Yo )(Y/ - /)jm 2 } 
de; (Y/- I) i\(y- I) + (Y/ - I) OI(Xo -Yo)(I1 - 1)1 

= Q(Y/ - Xo~) - B(f - Xo~), (64) 

where 

as t--->O, 

Glen , 
(65) 

Colbeck and Evans (n = 1). 

These results are analogous to equations (69) and (70) of the MJ horizontal flat-bed analysis, 
with 11 - 1 replacing y/, but Yo - Xo, and not Yo - p, replacing Yo . Thus the second-order 
differential equation (64) for 11(~) cannot be expressed simply as an equation for the thickness 
~ = Y/ - J, and so the bed profile is not simply superposed on a corresponding flat-bed surface 
profile. 

For bounded e1(e;) at the margins it is again necessary that A(~) ~Ao i7S(O < s < I) as 17 ---> 0, 
which is sufficient to ensure a zero mass-flux integral of the differential equation (64). Since the 
sliding law is independent of bed inclination and profile solutions, the differential equation must 
give bounded slopes YM for any (non-zero) XO - YM at a margin. YM = Xo at both margins is the 
special case of horizontal surface at both margins. In general the net accumulation Q - B = Q~ 
at a margin (~=O or e;=~M) is not zero, and the sliding law is independent of the accumulation, 
so the leading-order balance requires (Y/ - I)m(l -s)(yo - P) to be of order unity at the margins, 
and hence s = 1 for bounded YM' Then 

( YM - PM)[(XO -YM)l m =AoQ~. (66) 

Thus a horizontal margin surface YM = Xo, or surface tangential to the bed YM = PM , imply 
Q~ = 0, and vanishing Q~ implies one of these situations. In general 

Q~ > 0 or < 0 implies and is implied by (Xo - YM)(YM - PM) > or < 0, (67) 

and YM =/1M > or > 0 at the left- and right-hand margins respectively. 
Given the end conditions Y/-1=0 and r( evaluated at ~=O (left-hand margin say) by 

Equation (66), the differential !!quation can be integrated numerically until 11 - 1 a~ain vanishes, 
determining ~ = e;M. We should note that for a given set of prescribed values of QM, PM, Xo, the 
algebraic equation (66) may have no real solution Y/M , may have a unique solution, or may have 
more than one solution. This can be illustrated for the linear sliding law m = I when 

(68) 

For ablation, Q~ < 0 at the margins, and the above inequalities imply that 2YM > Xo + PM and 
YM > Xo at a left-hand margin, and that 2YM <Xo + PM and YM <Xo at a right-hand margin. Hence 
the positive root and negative root in Equation (68) apply at the left- and right-hand margins 
respectively; that is, the surface slopes above the horizontal from either margin. For 
accumulation, a solution requires that 0 < 4Ao Q~ < (Xo - PM)2 and that PM < YM < Xo at a left
hand margin and Xo < YM < PM at a right-hand margin; that is, the bed and surface both slope 
below the horizontal from either margin. Under these conditions both roots give compatible 
solutions, and hence two possible equilibrium profiles. We have not been able to construct a 
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global analysis of the differential equation to confirm or reject either root. In practice, for this 
small mean bed inclination, we would expect ablation/drainage to occur at margins, and hence a 
unique margin slope when m = I. 

The above criteria were concerned only with bed and surface slopes relative to the horizontal, 
independent of the value or sign of the mean bed inclination Xo. Clearly, for X = exo = O(e), a 
horizontal mean bed line may be chosen and the differential equation (64) referred to coordinates 
(X, Z) -> (~, Z) with XO = 0, f -> ](~) - Xo~, I] -> iJ(h To lead order (cos X = 1, sin X = C:Xo) , ~ =.;, 
iJ = I] - Xo ';, }lo = iJ'(~) = Yo - Xo , and Equation (64) is recovered for I](~ ) since] = f is the profile 
superposed on the mean bed line. 

it remains to consider possible singular behaviour at a margin I] - f-;:::; ° and an ice divide 
XO - Yo -;:::; 0. Since 031/10 / oe contributes to the shear stress gradient in the next-order momentum 
balance, following MJ we propose that it must remain of order unity. From Equations (61) and 
(62), the anticipated restriction 11'''(';)1 ~ I is necessary. As Yo -> Xo at an ice divide, I] -> I]d '* J, 
and Q(Z) ::::::. Qd (I + ql z) where z = I]d - I] - Xo(~ - ';). Since a given ice law and given sliding law 
must allow valid solution for any sensible Q and B near the divide, we can consider a variation 
with Qd '* 0, ql = O( I), B == ° to determine any required restrictions on the laws. This explanation 
was omitted from the MJ discussion. The essential behaviour of the differential equation (64) as 
Yo -> Xo, Z -> 0, is 

1= min (m , 11), ~ I, 

where c is a positive constant of order unity . Thus 

(Xo -Yo) = d z 1 + 1 + 0(Z2) , (
cl/+ IIQ )I!U+ I)l q z 1 

1 2(1 + I) 

(69) 

(70) 

and ZQd (strictly zl Qd - Bd I) > 0. That is, there must be accumulation at a convex ice divide and 
ablation at a concave ice divide. 

The dominant terms of t/Jo as Yo -> Xo or '7 - f -> O(f < Y < 17) are 

or (Y - f)l ( XO~ YO)(I7 -f)Jm 
A(I] - f) 

(71) 

Thus l/Io ::::::. I( Xo - YoW as Yo-> Xo , and writing G = I > O, so d/d';=( Xo - Yo)d/d/, we find 
01/l0 /0'; c::::. '°(l +q2/+".) where q2'*0 for ql '* O, and hence 021/10 /0~2 ::::::. q211/(I + I ) and 
a3 t/Jo / 0.;3 ::::::. Q2,(I - 1)/(1 + I ) . Hence bounded 031/10/ 0~3 (of order unity) at an ice divide where q 1 '* ° 
requires I < I ; that is, 1 = I. Direct differentiation of the separate dominant terms shows that 
bounded 03t/JO /O~3 requires (i) if I= n = I then m= 1 or 2 or m > 3; (ii) if I=m= I then n= I or 2 
or 11 > 3, as in the MJ analysis. Since A c::::. AO(17 - f) at a margin I] - f-;::::, 0, then conditions (i) and 
(ii) ensure that 17' = YM, 1]", 1]'" are all bounded (of order unity), and in turn 031/10 / 0~3 is of order 
unity. 

Once "(~ ) is determined from the differential equation (64), the lead-order stresses are given 
by Equations (40) and (60), and velocities by Equations (61), (62). 

It is instructive to re-express the lead-order Equation (64) in the physical variables which 
were the starting point of the MJ analysis , namely 

~ ~ (h - ]) { (X - h~(h - J) } m + (81 /2(h _ ])2 A Do 0 { (X - 2~~;: J)pg } ~ = q(z), 

h - J = 0, (h - J')I (X - h') Im = (A; /pg)mqo 
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at a margin, where h is the surface height normal to the bed, z is the height above a horizontal , 
A(h - J) is the sliding coefficient with A ~ A; (h - J) at a margin, with bed profile I referred to the 
physical length scale, and q is the accumulation with value - qo (ablation) at the margin. Thus, 
for given q(z), the differential equation and starting slope are independent of the height scale ho, 
and therefore the profile is independent of the magnitude ho. That is, ther'e is a unique profile and 
centre height, small or large, governed by a length scale defined by the variation of q with height, 
though the aspect ratio 

c= (~)n/(n + I)(~) I/(n+ I) _1_, 

pg ADo ho 

and hence the span 2/, depend explicitly on the magnitude. Our dimensionless illustrations are 
computed by prescribing the normalized Q(Z) on a length scale ho, which, if q(z) is given, implies 
that a solution with centre height ho exists. Since ho is determined by q(z), solutions cannot exist 
for arbitrary Q(Z) and in particular the variation must allow a balance of accumulation and 
ablation. 

ILLUSTRATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The following illustrations all use the Colbeck and Evans' law, Equation (45), with the factor 
ho / lO m replaced by (cho / lO m) = gl12 = 0.3 for direct comparison with the MJ results for a 
horizontal flat bed. The latter show that results for Glen' s law, Equation (44), are not 
significantly different. A linear sliding law (m = 1) with coefficient l\ == ry is used . The majority of 
solutions are computed for accumulation linear in height and zero basal drainage : 

B == O, (72) 

where QI = 1 + Qo , as in MJ, to set Q( 1) = 1. Qo > ° represents ablation at Z = ° and in turn a 
unique slope at a margin at Z = 0. Effects of bed inclination and bed topography are presented 
separately. 

(i) Inclinedjlat bed 

Choosing XO = 0, so that Z = Yand 

](~) = -XI~' XI constant, (73) 

describes a flat bed inclined at angle "XI (fJ== - XI) to the horizontal. A margin at ~ = ° is the 
upper margin if XI > 0, the lower margin if X I < 0. We set Z = Y = ° at ~ = 0, so all profiles are 
described with respect to common horizontal and vertical axes O~Y. Solutions for XI in the range ° (horizontal bed) to 5 for various Qo have been constructed, integrating the profile given by 
Equation (64) from the upper margin ~ = O. Further computations have been made with 
QI *' I + Qo and also for quadratic and exponential Q(Z). In all cases with ablation at the upper 
margin, Qo > 0, the surface first rises into an accumulation zone, but finally approaches a 
horizontal, not returning to the (receding) bed at a finite span. Thus the solution approaches an 
ice reservoir with horizontal surface over which there is uniform accumulation, balanced by 
decreasing horizontal outflow over increasing depth, illustrated in Figure 2. For Qo < ° in the 
distribution given by Equation (72), with accumulation at the upper margin, with either of the 
negative starting slopes given by Equation (68), the surface slope increases to zero (a concave ice 
divide) where the surface has dropped to an ablation level. The surface then appears to remain 
horizontal, not returning to the bed, also illustrated in Figure 2. 

To avoid the reservoir solution, the computations were repeated for - XI in the range ° to 5, 
so that the starting point ~ = ° is the lower margin , at which there is ablation (Qo > 0). In all cases 
treated, the surface rises to an ice divide at an accumulation level at which mass balance is 
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z 

margin ablation 0 0 '= I 

o ~ ________________________________ ~~ 

margin accumulatIon 00 ::: - 0 ·2 

Fig. 2. fee reservoir solutions. 

attained, and then descends towards the rising bed, but while Yo remains order unity, it is found 
that - it" increases dramatically as it - J approaches zero. This violates the assumption of order
one derivatives, since it" enters the differential equation (64), and implies that a global solution 
with small slope at the upper margin is not possible. As noted above, the solution with prescribed 
small slope at an ablating upper margin approaches an unbounded reservoir. For Xl = 0 
(horizontal bed), the profile is symmetric with order unity it" everywhere, but as -Xl is increased, 
the zone of large - it" at the upper margin increases. The solutions appear reasonable close to the 
margin for - Xl ~ 0.1 , but with increasing - Xl a contradictory situation of no ablation beyond 
the ice divide is reached e.g. - Xl = 0.5, Q(~m ~ 1.3) = 0.3 > O. In such situations ~M is close to ~. 
Figure 3 shows a comparison between Xl = 0 and Xl = - 0.5 with Qo = 1, Ql = 2, with the zone 
of large - it" indicated by the dashed line. This situation was repeated for all the alternative Q(Z). 

Since mass· balance is attained at the ice divide, zero net flux must also be attained in the 
upper zone beyond the divide. Here, the rising bed and Q increasing with elevation requires the 
surface to steepen to reduce the accum ulation at the upper levels and increase the ablation zone, 
provided that the rise of the bed does not eliminate the ablation zone too quickly. A valid 
solution up to the upper margin will therefore require an order-one slope (at least) in some 
margi nal zone, so the full equations must be solved there and matched to the small -slope 
solution. However, since the small-slope solution is uniquely determined by lower margin 
starting conditions, it is valid until - it" becomes large, and so is not influenced by a passive 
boundary-layer solution necessary near the upper margin. Thus the small-slope solution provides 

Fig. J. SUI/ace projileJor horizontal and inclinedjlat beds with Qo = I , Q 1 = 2. 
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Fig. 4. Surface profile for Q = - I + 2ZYo. 

initial conditions at an appropriate point ~ to continue the full equations through to an upper 
margin which is part of the solution. 

A modified form of Q, 

(74) 

was used to demonstrate that a valid global solution can be obtained. Since accumulation 
is required at a convex ice divide, Yo = 0, the form of Equation (74) implies that an ice divide 
can not occur. Thus Yo > ° everywhere, and the distinct mass balances in lower and upper 
regions which caused previous difficulties, do not arise. Mass balance now determines a span 
~m = 2QoIQI xf. Figure 4 shows a valid small slope solution for Qo = I, QI = 2, XI = I. 

(ii) Topography on a horizontal mean bed 

For a flat horizontal bed, f = 0, Xo = 0, with Q = Q(Z) the ice sheet is symmetric about the ice 
divide. Recall that the ice-divide height I]d and position ~d are determined uniquely by the second
order differential equation (64) with prescribed margin 1](0)=0 and margin slope I]'(O) =YM' 
In the symmetric case the same centre height is reached by integrating from either margin . 

., 

· 2 

Fig. 5. Surface perturbation ~ induced by bed undulations. 

1 

, , 
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Suppose the bed is perturbed at one side of the divide only, then the height of the ice divide 
reached by integrating from the margin at that side is perturbed from the ice-divide height 
attained by integrating over the flat-bed side. Provided that the perturbation in 1Jd is of order e, 
continuity of the lead order IJ is satisfied, and it is anticipated that the bed perturbation only 
influences the next term in the series for '7. However, if the bed topography induces a lead-order 
effect, then (in non-symmetric cases) the unique ice-divide heights attained by integrating from 
the two margins with prescribed margin slopes will in general differ. Thus we can anticipate that 
the solution of the small-slope equation (64) starting from either margin will again lead to large 
curvature near the far ma rgin in an attempt to preserve mass balance. This occurs in all the 
computed solutions, with 17" becoming large through negative values in some cases as 17 - I ~ 0 
analogous to the inclined-bed results and also large through positive values when 17 - I remains 
positive and the profile opens up again. In a class of single-hump perturbations it was found that 

IJd > or < '7d (flat bed) im plies IJ" < or > 0 as 17 - 1 ---+ 0. (75) 

Solutions for periodic bed undulations of the form 

r 
. (2nJI ~ ) . ] I(~ ) = 10 Sill l.54 + 12 - sml2 , (76) 

starting from a margin at ~ = 0 have been computed for various amplitudes fa , phase shifts h , 
and integers I1 so that the wavelength is an integer multiple of the semi-length ~M / 2 = 1.54 for 
the flat bed profile. Since the m a rgin is not, in general , in phase with ~ = 0, large curvature occurs 
there and there is a small marginal zone in which the small-slope solution fails . The choice 
r - Ol~ 1/2 r _ 1 . I' 1/ '111 ~6 - 1/2 r ~10- 2 d r - Ol r - 2 ' I' )0 - . ~ r: , ) I - , Imp les max ~ < e Jor e ~ , an)O - . , ) I - , Imp les 
1///I lmax ;:::; 50;:::; C 1/2 for e;:::; 10- 3, representing two and four full waves over the flat bed span. 
Figure 5 shows L) = II7(flat bed) - 171ifo for fa = 0.1'/1 = I, h = 0, and Qo = J in the distribution 
given by Equation (72), but as with all the other examples, there is no clear indication of the 
transmission of undulating topography to the surface. The large negative value of L) at the far 
margin, indicated by the dashed continuation of the curve is a consequence of the profile 
reappearing as described earlier. We can only expect to exhibit a correlation by anal ysing the 
many-wave bed form , which requires an analysis valid without the restriction (6), 1/'''1 ~ I and is 
necessarily an t:-order effect since III ~ I: for wavelength A approximately equal to ho. We are 
now developing an appropriate perturbation scheme. 

Finally, the isostasy relation for a bed of highly viscous fluid (Weertman 1973): 

P 1(0= --'- 17(~), (77) 
Pb - Pi 

z 

J f 

Fig . 6. Comparisoll of the jla/-bed projile 'Ir, the isostalic projile 'I , alld ice Ihicklless '1 - f. 
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where Pi, Pb are the ice and bed densities , is investigated with Weertman's value p;/Pb =1. The 
differential equation (64) now determines 1] (or f ) directly, a nd '7 is clearly symmetric about the 
ice divide so no far-margin problems arise. Figure 6 shows a comparison between the fl at-bed 
solution, surface '7j. and surface '7, and ice thickness '7 - f given by Equation (77), with Qo = I In 

Equation (72). 
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